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UNIT ACCOUNTING IN SOCIAL WORK.* 

By Robert A. Woods, Head of South End House, Boston, Mass. 

The increasing determination with which community prob? 
lems are being grasped leads social workers to inquire what can 
be done to give to their efforts that penetrating, protean, 
assured, exhaustive character which goes with the best develop? 
ments of modern scientific organization. They feel, in con? 
nection with practically all of their problems, the necessity 
of much more complete and detailed objective information. 
While they would strongly sustain the tendency toward broad 

inquiries leading to more intelligent social legislation, state 
and national, they are today rather more concerned about 
that close-range blending and shading of social fact which 

points the way to effective social administration. 
It is more and more clearly understood that the local neigh? 

borhood is the true unit of constructive social effort. In many 
of our cities the whole variety of social service, whether under 

public or private auspices, is beginning to be coordinated 
within each of a number of larger districts. These districts 
are then, of course, in practice analyzed into many fractional 
areas according to differences of condition which obtain. 

This development, in a wholly practical way, is creating 
a constantly stronger demand for ordered information as to 
the cumulation and congestion of human facts and tendencies 
in these rather minute sub-sections, as the essential prelimi? 
nary to the development of a strategy which will be able to 

bring to bear the various kinds, grades, and degrees of social 
resource to bear upon each precise localized plexus of condi? 
tions. 

The social worker thus begins to look enviously at the very 
large and exceedingly varied stores of local information which 
is packed away, unclassified and unavailable, in the store? 
rooms of a long list of public offices, national, state, and city. 
Their suggestion refers not only to the national census and to 

* Paper read at the annual meeting of the American Statistical Association, Boston, 
Mass., December 28, 1912. 
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state censuses, but to every public department of whatever 
sort which makes a practice of registering comprehensive 
information about any specialized phase of the life of the 

community. 
It is understood of course that the tabulation by small 

local areas of all this information would involve a substan? 
tial addition to the expenses of all these departments. No 
doubt the social workers are ill-informed as to the amount 
of additional work which would be entailed. It is true, how? 

ever, that such tabulation kept within practical limits could 
not in any case cost more than a fraction of the original ex? 

pense of collecting the material; and it is hardly open to 

question that, in due time, such an additional investment 
would increase the returns to the community on its statistical 
investments far out of proportion to its amount. 

It is desired that the national census shall give for such 
small areas the following information: total population by 
age and sex; number of families; nationality, with length of 
time in the United States; occupation. It is felt that if the 
state conducts a census, there should be schedules and local 
tabulation for the following: parent nativity; tenements, 
apartments, and lodgings; room density; rents. It is under? 
stood that the national census of 1910 will include the tabu? 
lation of certain population statistics by areas averaging 
forty acres for seven of the largest cities. 

A relatively much smaller expense, with very great results 
in public and private community service, would come from 
the localization of statistics gathered by the various forms of 

public registration, whether by city or state. The general 
registration of marriages, births, diseases, and deaths should 

by all means provide a minutely detailed exposition of these 

facts, in terms of social geography and classified by age, sex, 
and nationality, so that the responsible local citizen could trace 
the currents of life which are so vitally affecting his home and 

neighborhood. The moral statistics involved in the facts 
about arrests and convictions for various offences should be, 
and easily could be, set over against and charged up to the 

precise local environment which has so much to do with breed? 

ing vice and crime. The same principle should be applied to 
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the records of all institutions for the care of disease and de? 

generacy, so that specific, identical, provoking causes might 
be studied and infallibly aimed at by the agencies of localized 
social service. 

The International Congress of Hygiene and Demography 
held in Brussels in 1903 reported that "the only means for 
the government to acquire precise knowledge of the danger 
of alcohol and the necessity for energetic measures against 
it is to organize a great statistical referendum by which the 
losses due to alcohol should be carefully analyzed." This 

"great statistical referendum" is what is needed for all the 
forms of social degeneracy; and the careful analysis of losses 
must include the itemized charging up of losses to every small 

neighborhood, and the tracing of those losses back to causes 
which will be disclosed by similarly itemized statistics as to 
the whole range of local social conditions. 

It is easy to appreciate the gains that would be made in 
the more effectual segregation of the unfit, and particularly in 

dealing with the human and institutional causes of degeneracy, 
by analytical methods of which modern surgery and modern 
commercial organization would not be ashamed. As a single 
instance of how a system of social accounting might be put 
into effect, the police commissioner of Boston recently con? 
ducted an experiment designed to trace cases of drunkenness 
back to the specific saloons in which the oversupply of liquor 
was sold. Through inquiries made of each arrested drunkard, 
he secured damaging information with regard to a large num? 
ber of saloons, and an overlapping testimony in certain cases 
which clearly marked out a group of licensees for discipline. 

In some cities a complete list of registered polls is made up 
annually, including all male inhabitants over the age of twenty, 
their present addresses, their addresses the year before, and 
their occupations. Some settlement houses have used this 
list as a very serviceable basis for making up maps showing, 
by blocks, nationality (through the names) and occupation. 
A competent handling of this list for the city as a whole would 

yield substantial suggestion and guidance to the social worker. 
The public school administration in many cities conducts 

an annual census; and as better medical supervision is provided 
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the authorities come to have in their possession vitally im? 

portant information as to the number and distribution of 
undernourished and backward children. So far, instead of 

being set forth in its localized bearing and expressiveness, 
this information is jealously guarded from the most responsible 
social worker. 

For certain registered facts it would not be too much to 
ask that the information should be minute to the point of 

specifying individual houses,?as in the case of arrests and 

certain diseases, real estate transfers, and changes in assess? 

ment. The development of this general method would natu? 

rally lead to easy access on the part of properly responsible 

persons to the last details in the possession of the authorities. 

One of the most important results of such a policy in ap? 

plied statistics would be the better proportioned and adjusted 
service of the city departments,?sanitary, police, educa? 

tional,?and the more effective distribution of new municipal 

agencies, such as baths, gymnasiums, playgrounds, and centers 

for evening recreation and assembly. Progressive philan? 

thropic service would at once find its path greatly cleared and 

illumined, in such fields as,?the systematic care of infant 

vitality; the cooperation with the public schools, in matters of 
child health, child morals, and vocational guidance; inspection 
and regulation of housing; industrial accidents and diseases; 
local follow-up work after the various forms of institutional 

care; the movement of population and of industry into and 
out of local districts; the whole system of preventive and con? 

structive social service, including recreation, education, and 

religion, as followed today to the doorsteps and firesides of the 

people. 
The full effectiveness of this method will be experienced as, 

within the given small local unit, one set of facts can be super? 
imposed on another, until the full resultant of conditions is 
made evident,?almost as if the finger of fate were to indicate 
the status and destiny of that particular spot; and these re? 
sultants can be effectively compared from year to year and 
from decade to decade so as to register unmistakable indica? 
tions for social statesmanship. The value of this method in 
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measuring and testing many forms of public and private serv? 
ice for the improvement of community conditions, is obvious. 

Every local office of a charity organization society and every 
settlement house is today the originating center of a guild 
of neighborhood workers which would eagerly make use of all 
such dynamic suggestions. The social service commissions 
which are increasing so rapidly in many of the great branches 
of the church are making the local community their unit of 
attack and are placing great emphasis upon varied and well 
coordinated knowledge of the situation. In cities and in 

villages the local improvement society is steadily coming for? 
ward as a broadly established and vitally influential agency, 
bringing into active participation in public affairs the great 
reserve detachments of our citizenship. In these societies, 
exact knowledge about recognized, common needs is indis? 

pensable not only to specific achievement, but to the building 
up of local loyalty and public spirit. And when representatives 
of any or all of these forces go before municipal administrators 
or state legislators they find them almost pathetically ready 
to act on the basis of facts which they can put the finger on, 
and as pathetically weary of reformers who can only say, Lo 

here, and lo there. 

Finally, such exactly pointed information would bring about 
a much more effective form of cooperation between the differ? 
ent neighborhoods and districts of a city. The kind of inter? 
related town meeting spirit which made the New England 
commonwealth,?through exact local knowledge and informed 
local responsibility,?is coming into force for the organic re? 
construction of our cities; and expressive statistics can do much 
to promote and sustain the revival. City planning is as yet 
almost literally in the stage of seeing men as trees walking; 
the right unit of statistical representation will do much to 
enable it to see clearly what the city means. From this 

point of view the localization of statistics is valuable not merely 
from the point of view of local social service, important as that 

is, but it will in many ways clarify and reinforce the meaning 
of statistics in their broadest application. In fact, this method 
is suggestive in certain respects of the passage in medical sci? 
ence from the study of symptoms to microscopic bacteriology. 
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Some years ago a special inquiry into infant mortality in 

Boston, which went farther than the regular system for report? 
ing such data by wards, disclosed the fact that there was one 
ward which had four times as great infant mortality on one 
side as it had on the other. The usual method, as a means 
of truthful representation, suggests the grotesque paintings of 
the Parisian cubists, who undertake to represent every object 
in the landscape, including the human figure, by structures 
made up of sizable parallelograms in flat tones. And yet some 
of the most exquisite engravings are put together on this same 

principle,?the-reason for their illuminating, stirring express? 
iveness is that the squares which are their unit of expression 
are minute and subtly differentiated. 
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